SQUEEGEE APPLICATORS FOR VINYL INSTALLATIONS
Saves time !

Saves money !

Saves Fatigue !

Assures a better application !
2.50 ea

BURGUNDY TEFLON 4.3”

3M GOLD 4” 4.75 ea.
3M BLUE 4” 1.70 ea.

MACTAC FELT
4” - 5.35

MACTAC WHITE
4” - 1.95 ea.

4.25 ea.
YELLOW TEFLON 5.5”

KAPCO PURPLE
4”- 1.15 each

SIGNCAL - 3.5”
ORANGE
1 SIDED - .55ea.

Wide Format Squeegees - 6” & 12”wide

"Easy Glide" SQUEEGEE 5”

RC Standard Poly Squeegees
used for general vinyl applications
RC 6” Blue - 3.65 ea.
RC 12”White - 5.65 ea.

w/soft pad on one side and teflon
strip on the other.
3.85 ea.
- without pad & teflon 1.50 ea.

RC Nylon-Silver Squeegees
(softest flex) used
extensively for vehicle & delicate applications.
RC 6” nylon-silver - 7.85 ea.

E-Z Grip Squeegee Handle
E-Z GRIP 4”

E-Z GRIP 12”

9.95 ea.
(handle only)

29.95 ea.
(handle only)

fits most 4”squeegees

can be used with our wide format squeegees

The E.Z. Grips’ Ergonomic design, allows for full blade pressure and contact to the substrate with less wrist strain for all-day use.
The handles themselves are lightweight, they add rigidity to squeegee edges.End Caps and internal fins keep the non-used blade clean and secure.
The E.Z. Grip is very useful when handling wide format media, eliminating lifting, and designed for easy squeegee blade replacement.
Our handles fit 4” and 12” standard size squeegees.

BIG BLADE PEARL
3” x 4” 3.25 ea.

Removes graphics,
preventing scratches.
Double edged with
flexible strength.
Chemically resistant.

SMAR T CAR D Z PLATINUM
FLEX FIRM - 5.3” WIDE. 7.50
Has a tapered tip, comfortable grip
dynamic flex, and thin edge.
With a “smart” grip-handle molded
into the body, it is easy to hold
and manipulate.

Power Stroke is the original

Little Foot fits comfortably
in your hand and features
an angled long-reach tip that
gets behind gaskets and
rubber seats quickly and easy.
The pointed tip allows you to
squeegee in tight places
while keeping a firm grip.

handheld molded squeegee,
ergonomically designed to fit
comfortably in your hand.
It measures 5.7 inches from tip
to tip, with a ridged grip area that
fits your hand perfectly

POWER STROKE
BLUE - HARD
5.7” x 2.4” 8.75 ea.

POWER STROKE
YELLOW - SOFT
5.7” x 2.4” 8.75 ea.

Extra Glide Series

XGF LITTLE FOOT MANGO
6.3” x 2.4”-10 .95

12

Replacement blades only
for doctor series - red or blue 6.95 ea.

Little Foot Blue soft 6.3”x 2.3” 4.75ea.

Little Foot Mango
Firm- 6.3”x2.3” 4.75 ea.

Ergonomically designed to fit comfortably in your hand, reducing installer

XGF SMART CARD MANGO
5”x3” - 10.95

fatigue, the Xtreme Glide Felt series can be used for various applications
including vinyl graphics, decals, signs, & vehicle wraps.
The series involves a treatment option consisting of a prime
quality, long lasting felt edge that minimizes scratches, delivering
a flawless finish.
All products in this line up have a very high slip rating, which allows for
smooth installations.
Dec.4, 2017

APPLICATOR TOOLS FOR VINYLS - CONTINUED.
Weeding Tool Kit

New Weeding tool combines two old standbys in
one handy unit. So convenient they’re addictive.
Knife uses standard blades. Point end is great for
weeding tiny letters and removing air bubbles.
Comes with 1 spoon and 1 ball burnisher for
those tiny letters, includes storage tube and 2
end caps.

14.75 KIT

Steel Pointe d Twe e ze r

For accurate control in sorting, probing, and precision
work. Needle sharp - Light tension.
Curved point surgical steel. 6 inches

7.75 ea.

RIVET BRUSH

.89 ea.
Lift-Stick Adhesive Remover

Size1 1/2” 9.95
Size -3” - 21.95

This product is red in color and used to aid in the lifting of pressure
sensitive material and the removal of adhesive from surfaces. If used
correctly, it will not scratch the substrate. It is made of a special aircraft
plastic that makes it very durable. The 6” length is designed to prevent
hand fatigue when used continually on big jobs.

A stiff-bristled nylon brush is
used to burnish vinyl film onto
the heads of truck rivets, curves
and large textured areas.

SOFT BRAYERS

ACRYLIC BRAYER

HARD BRAYERS

4” Clear Acrylic Brayer Roller is

Hard rubber roller made from synthetic
rubber (80 durometer). Available in 4 inch
width only.

Made from pure gum natural rubber with a ground
finish. 20 durometer hardness. Heavy duty steel
frame. Package contains craft tip usage guide.

interchaneable in a 1 piece sturdy
plastic frame. Will not pick up wax
or rubber cement during use.

Deluxe model

soft

soft

WITH STEEL FRAME
#4172 - 2-1/2” - 15.95 ea.
#4173 - 3”
- 16.50 ea.
#4174 - 3 1/2” - 17.15 ea.
#4126 - 4”
- 18.25 ea.
#4129 - 6”
- 19.95 ea.

WITH STURDY 1 PIECE
PLASTIC FRAME FOR
POP-IN REPLACEABLE
ROLLERS

Deluxe
model

hard

hard

WITH METAL FRAME
#4121 - 4” - 13.45 ea.

#4117 - 4” w/ roller 12.95 ea.

WITH PLASTIC 1 PIECE
FRAME FOR POP-IN
REPLACEMENT
ROLLERS
#4128 - 4” w/roller - 9.25ea.

hard

WITH PLASTIC 1 PIECE FRAME

#41234- 4” acrylic brayer - 18.25 ea.
#4184 - 4” acrylic roller only-11.95ea.

#4186 - 4” roller only 7.95ea

#4187 - 4” roller only 9.95 ea

Magnets for Vehicle Wraps
for easy positioning of vehicle graphics
during installation.

For lifting of pressure sensitive material and
removal of adhesive from surfaces.
If used correctly will not damage the substrate.
Made of special plastic for durability. Length 6”
Designed to prevent hand fatique over long jobs.

9.00 ea.
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